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What is Happening
• Technology increasing fossil fuel production
• Technology changing consumption patterns
• Global population to increase to close to 10 billion
people by 2050
• Global initiative and desire to decarbonize ALL fossil
fuels by 2050
• Rapidly changing energy supply mix and demographics
• Rapidly changing demand and demographics
• Institutional investors expecting more from their
investments on energy and climate issues.
• Energy Dominance

Global Coal, Oil and Gas are at a
Crossroad

What does “de-carbonization of all energy (fossil fuels) by
2050…..” mean?

BP 2017 Statistical Review of World Energy

Global Coal Production and Consumption

McKinsey & Co.
• McKinsey: ESG No Longer Niche as Assets Soar Globally
• More than a quarter of the $88 trillion assets under management
globally are now invested according to environmental, social and
governance principles known as ESG, a McKinsey & Co. study found.
• Sustainable investing has become “a large and fast-growing major
market segment,” with ESG being integrated into portfolios at a
growth rate of 17 percent a year, McKinsey said in a report
published October 26. Japan’s Government Pension Investment
Fund, Norway’s Government Pension Fund Global, and Dutch
retirement fund ABP are among the large institutional investors that
practice sustainable investing, the firm said.
• https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/private-equity-and-principalinvestors/our-insights/from-why-to-why-not-sustainable-investingas-the-new-normal

BlackRock
•

BlackRock, which had $6.29 trillion in assets under management at the
end of December, will be working throughout the year with the companies
in which it holds shares, going beyond just proxy votes or engagement at
annual meetings, Fink said in his letter, posted Tuesday on the firm’s
website. “The time has come for a new model of shareholder engagement
— one that strengthens and deepens communication between
shareholders and the companies that they own,” he wrote.

•

The letter is the latest move by an asset manager to focus more on
shareholder activism and environmental, social and governance criteria in
investments. For instance, BlackRock competitor Vanguard Group said in
an August report that it is taking a more active approach to monitoring
companies in its portfolio, while a McKinsey & Co. study published in
October found that asset managers no longer consider ESG a niche
strategy.
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/en-us/investor-relations/larry-finkceo-letter

•

OXY

http://www.oxy.com/SocialResponsibility/overview/SiteAssets/Pages/Social-Responsibility-atOxy/Assets/Occidental_Climate%20Report_2018.pdf

CO2 EOR and 45Q

Could Oil go to $100.00?

https://tradingeconomics.com/commodity/crude-oil

The Regional CO2-EOR Targets
Much of the domestic oil resource favorable for CO2-EOR is in the Permian
Basin, Gulf Coast and East/Central Texas.
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Residual Oil Zone (“ROZ”) Four Counties
>100 billion Bbls Oil in Place
•

•

•

DOE sponsored four county
assessment indicates that over
100 billion barrels of oil in-place
in the ROZ “Fairway”.
Work is required to establish its
recoverability, economic
feasibility and CO2 requirements.
(Four county study released in
December 2014, additional areas
released early 2016)
Follow on study of additional 10
counties initiated.

•

So far ROZ also present in: Saudi
Arabia, North Sea, Wyoming..

•

The catch-CO2 is needed to
produce the oil.

Commentary: Infrastructure Investments
Key to Unlocking more US Oil Supply
•
•
•

•

•

March 28, 2018 The United States is on pace to becoming the world’s top oil producer by 2023, thanks mainly to
the phenomenal growth of shale production. The IEA estimates that by then, US output will expand by 3.7 million
barrels per day (mb/d), more than half of the world’s expected production capacity growth.
One region in particular stands out – the Permian basin in West Texas. But as Permian and Eagle Ford crude oil
production doubles, growing by 2.7 mb/d by 2023, investments in new pipeline and port export capacity will be
critical to getting this oil to market.
The period 2012-2014 was marked by historical supply expansion in the Permian but also lower-than-expected
revenues for producers as pipeline constraints contributed to local prices $20 per barrel below the WTI
benchmark. Since then, crude pipeline capacity has more than doubled and constraints have eased, as lower oil
prices reduced oil supply growth.
However, Permian production expanded rapidly last year, reducing the amount of available pipeline capacity to
just 160,000 barrels a day in December 2017, or around 4% of total Texas crude production. This small capacity
cushion is likely to come under pressure this year, despite capacity expansions of the Midland to Sealy, BridgeTex
and Permian Express 3 pipelines. Ultimately, Permian and Eagle Ford takeaway capacity is likely to become
insufficient by mid-year, with a deficit possibly reaching as much as 290,000 barrels a day during the first half of
2019.
While new pipelines in Texas do not typically face much resistance from local residents, they remain complex
pieces of infrastructure that take years to build. Over the next year or so, the key question for Permian producers
is whether or not the planned 550,000 barrels a day EPIC pipeline will be up and running in 2019.

•

Further down the export route, the United States also faces limitations to its ambitions of becoming an even larger
crude exporter including a lack of storage in some locations and competition from product exports for
infrastructure. More critically, Gulf Coast terminals were built as import, rather than export facilities, and due to
their limited depth cannot currently accommodate the largest oil tankers.

•

Over time, the US pipeline and export limitations are likely to be erased with additional investments. As a result,
the IEA forecasts that export capacity will rise from 1.9 mb/d at the end of 2017 to 4.7 mb/d in 2020, and reach
nearly 5 mb/d in 2023. In the process, Corpus Christi will solidify its position as the largest crude export hub in
North America.
http://www.iea.org/newsroom/news/2018/march/commentary-infrastructure-investments-key-to-unlockingmore-us-oil-supply.html?

•

Commentary: Infrastructure Investments
Key to Unlocking more US Oil Supply

http://www.iea.org/newsroom/news/2018/march/commentary-infrastructure-investments-key-tounlocking-more-us-oil-supply.html?

EOR vs. Brine - $35 vs. $50
CO2 pipelines
New land rights valuations
Produced water clean up and re-use? Newer tech
changes water values and perception what is useful
CO2 injection horsepower and water displacement
Rights of regional potable water supply entities
Municipal districts and rights of eminent domain for
water resources—create one for storage?

Carbon Markets and 45Q

If we do all the work to show the CO2 is
stored in a way to prevent escape to the
atmosphere, we have done most of the
work to qualify for recognized carbon
reductions then no reason not to also look
for added value in carbon credits or offsets
currently worth near $15.00/ton

ICE-CARB-ECX Carbon Markets

https://www.theice.com/marketdata/reports/142
https://www.theice.com/products/31687043/California-Carbon-Allowance-Vintage-2018-Future
https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/MO1:COM

Six Oil and Gas Majors Call for Carbon
Pricing June 1, 2015
•

Major oil and gas companies BG Group plc, BP plc, Eni S.p.A., Royal Dutch
Shell plc, Statoil ASA and Total SA, today announced their call to
governments around the world and to the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) to introduce carbon pricing
systems and create clear, stable, ambitious policy frameworks that could
eventually connect national systems. These would reduce uncertainty and
encourage the most cost effective ways of reducing carbon emissions widely.

•

The six companies set out their position in a joint letter from their chief
executives to the UNFCCC Executive Secretary and the President of the
COP21. This comes ahead of the UNFCCC’s COP21 climate meetings in Paris
this December.

•

With this unprecedented joint initiative, the companies recognise both the
importance of the climate challenge and the importance of energy to human
life and well-being.

•

http://www.statoil.com/en/NewsAndMedia/News/2015/Pages/01Jun_carbo
n.aspx

China Announces World’s Largest Cap
and Trade Program
http://news.discovery.com/earth/global-warming/china-announces-worlds-largest-cap-andtrade-program-150927.htm

• Sept 24, 2015 Chinese President Xi Jinping announced that China
will develop a carbon trading system as a way to reduce the
country’s greenhouse gas emissions.
• The announcement, made jointly with U.S. President Barack
Obama, comes as both countries prepare to strike a global carbon
emissions agreement at the Paris climate negotiations in December.
The U.S. and China are the top greenhouse gas emitting nations in
the world.
• China plans to launch the world’s largest emissions trading program
in 2017, creating a carbon market for electric power generation,
steel, cement and other industries producing most of the country’s
greenhouse gas emissions. The program is meant to complement
the Obama administration’s Clean Power Plan, which was finalized
in August and aims to slash carbon emissions from electric power
plants by 32 percent below 2005 levels by 2030.

Carbon Pricing – Energy Producers vs.
Consumers…

•

https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/6/15/15796202/map-carbon-pricing-across-the-globe

US Carbon Markets and CCUS/CO2-EOR
Protocol Framework and Storage Protocols
• PEW/C2ES CCS Protocolsreleased 2012

www.c2es.org/docUploads/CCSframework.pdf

• ACR CCS CO2-EOR Offsets
released April 2015

http://americancarbonregistry.org/carbonaccounting/standards-methodologies/carboncapture-and-storage-in-oil-and-gasreservoirs/acr-ccs-methodology-v1-0-final.pdf

Natgas

US Natgas – What’s Next?

https://tradingeconomics.com/commodity/natural-gas

Change in CO2 Sources
Over the
horizon
natgas will
have CO2
emissions
issues
beginning
about 10 yrs.
out coinciding
with
shortening of
long term LNG
contracts to
10 yrs. or less

Beyond Coal, Oil and Natgas
•

•

April 19th, 2016 Mark Hand SNL S&P Global Market Intelligence spoke with
Lena Moffitt of Sierra Club
https://www.snl.com/InteractiveX/articleabstract.aspx?id=36149158&K
PLT=8
The Sierra Club's top priority in recent years has been shutting down
coal-fired power plants across the U.S. The group's Beyond Coal effort
has been described as "the most extensive, expensive and effective
campaign in the environmental group's 123-year history.“

•

Hoping to build on the success of its Beyond Coal campaign, the Sierra
Club launched initiatives targeting both oil and natural gas. In late 2014,
the Sierra Club decided to merge its Beyond Natural Gas and Beyond Oil
efforts into a campaign called Beyond Dirty Fuels.

•

We are doing everything we can to bring the same expertise that we
brought to taking down the coal industry and coal-fired power in this
country to taking on gas in the same way. I look forward to seeing the
same success brought to taking down gas plants to ensure that we're
actually moving to a 100% clean energy future. That is the one Sierra
Club policy that we are all working toward: getting us to 100% clean
energy, which, of course, would include no new gas.

Long Term LNG vs. Coal In Carbon
Constrained World
• LNG community assessing a surfacing transition point:
• Transition point 10 yrs. out
• LNG/natgas, all laid in costs (shipping, ports,
infrastructure and CCUS)
• Coal, all laid in costs (shipping, ports, infrastructure and
CCUS)
• Coal is looking cheaper and more secure
• Driven by GHG controls and climate change desires of
institutional investors-not environmentalists
• Will it happen?

Questions & Thank You!
Michael E. Moore

•

Managing Partner East West Strategic Advisors Washington DC

•

mmoore@ewsa-global.com

A Black Swan?

Cryptocurrency mining is how transactions are verified
and added to the blockchain, and also how new
cryptocurrency coins are released. Each time a
transaction takes place, it must be verified, then added
to the blockchain, a digital public ledger. This digital
ledger is then distributed globally across a noncentralized network. The continuing process of verifying
and adding transactions, then distributing an evergrowing ledger consumes significant computational
resources requiring significant electrical power.

Lagarde Says Crypto-currency Mining
Is Consuming Too Much Power
January 25, 2018

•

•

The electricity needed by the global network of computers running the blockchain
technology behind Bitcoin has more than tripled in the last year to more than 37
gigawatt-hours a day, according to Bloomberg New Energy Finance. That’s
equivalent to about 30 1.2-gigawatt nuclear reactors running at full capacity.
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-25/lagarde-sayscryptocurrency-mining-is-consuming-too-much-power

Crypto-currency Mining Costs

Want to Mine Bitcoin in New York?
You'll Have to Pay a Premium

Want to Mine Bitcoin in New York? You'll Have to Pay a Premium
By Mark Chediak @markchediakMore stories by Mark Chediak
March 15, 2018
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-15/want-tomine-bitcoin-in-new-york-you-ll-have-to-pay-a-premium
• Bitcoin mining is about to become a costlier proposition in upstate
New York.
• The New York Public Service Commission on Thursday cleared the
New York Municipal Power Agency to raise electricity bills for
cryptominers seeking to take advantage of the state’s low-cost
hydroelectric power. The agency is made up of 36 municipal power
authorities in the state. In some cases, the miners -- which require
huge amounts of electricity for data processing -- accounted for a
third of a municipal utility’s demand, the commission said.
• “If we hadn’t acted, existing residential and commercial customers
in upstate communities served by a municipal power authority
would see sharp increases in their utility bills,” Commission Chair
John Rhodes said in a statement.
•
•
•
•

Morgan Stanley - Power Play: What
Impact Will Cryptocurrencies Have on
Global Utilities?
•

January 17, 2018 Currently, global power demand from cryptocurrency
mining hovers at about 22 terawatt hours (TWh), but increasing demand
means consumption could surge in 2018 to 125-140TWh—a full 0.6% of
world consumption. Although that level is still far from material to global
utility power demand, it’s worth noting that 0.6% is roughly the electric
consumption of Argentina in a typical year.

•

According to a new report from Morgan Stanley Research, the electricity
consumption required to create cryptocurrencies this year could actually
outpace the firm’s projected global electric vehicle demand—in 2025.
Nicholas Ashworth, Co-Head of European Utilities Research, says this
growing increase for power has brought global utility companies to the
forefront of the crypto conversation. “While EVs were a hot topic in 2017,
we see cryptocurrencies taking the headlines in 2018—particularly if the
surge in energy consumption continues to 2019 and beyond.”

https://www.morganstanley.com/ideas/cryptocurrencies-global-utilities

Questions & Thank You!
Michael E. Moore

•

Managing Partner East West Strategic Advisors Washington DC

•

mmoore@ewsa-global.com

•

Section 41119 of the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018 (“BBA”) revised and substantially increased the Section 45Q
tax credit, which applies to sequestration of carbon oxide. There is one problem with the credit that Congress did
not address: clarifying what taxpayers are required to do to show the carbon oxide has been sequestered in
“secure geological storage.” Congress should resolve this issue.

•

To obtain the credit, Section 45Q requires taxpayers to show that after carbon oxide is injected, it stays in
the ground. The provision long has required the Secretary of Treasury, in consultation with the Environmental
Protection Agency (“EPA”) and other agencies, to issue regulations defining “secure geological storage.” The
Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) issued guidance in 2009, but it has never issued regulations. Subsection (f)(2) of
the BBA repeated the requirement for Treasury to issue regulations defining secure geological storage, but gave
Treasury no deadline or additional direction from Congress.

•

The 2009 IRS guidance has resulted in confusion. The IRS pointed taxpayers to EPA regulations, some of
which had not yet been written at that time. It said taxpayers subject to those new rules should comply with
them, and also noted that “EPA may impose additional or different requirements for secure geological storage. . . .
Any taxpayer claiming the §45Q credit must follow such additional requirements. . . .”

•

EPA has changed its regulations for injections of CO2 multiple times, particularly those related to reporting
greenhouse gas emissions to the atmosphere. Initially it applied Subpart UU GHG reporting requirements to oil
and gas wells where CO2 is used, and more cumbersome Subpart RR GHG reporting requirements to wells used
specifically for geological sequestration of CO2. It extended the applicability of the Subpart RR requirements to
CO2 captured at power plants regulated under the Clean Power Plan (“CPP”), if those facilities were claiming credit
under the CPP for reducing their atmospheric emissions by sequestering the CO2, even if the CO2 were
sequestered at an oil or gas well. However, the CPP was stayed by the Supreme Court and has since been
rescinded by the EPA.

•

There are serious concerns with applying Subpart RR requirements to oil and gas wells. Notably, State law
and oil lease agreements require oil producers to end their surface occupation once production ends. Subpart RR
reporting conflicts with these requirements by obligating producers to monitor the site for an indefinite period of
years after production ends.

•

The most effective way to resolve the confusion and uncertainty for taxpayers caused by these regulatory
ups and downs is for Congress to define secure geological storage to include the GHG reporting requirements that
initially applied: Subpart UU reporting for oil and gas wells using CO2, and Subpart RR reporting for sequestration
wells, which do not face the same legal limitations as oil and gas wells.

•

Bills by Senator John Hoeven (S. 1663) and Rep. Kevin Cramer (H.R. 4857) would set a deadline for
Treasury to conduct its rulemaking and would define secure geological storage to include Subpart UU and RR
requirements as set forth above.

Coal

The standard GC Newcastle contact listed on ICE weights 1,000 metric tonnes.

https://tradingeconomics.com/commodity/coal

International Carbon Markets

http://newclimateeconomy.report/economics-of-change

ISO-CCS Standards for Geologic
Storage under Development








International Standards
Organization - 31000, 17024,
14064, 14065

•

International Performance
Assessment Centre for
Geologic Storage of CO2 – Seed
document

•

•

Canadian Standards
Association - ISO Secretariat,
standards developer
Bi-national agreement
between USA & Canada

•

International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) Technical
Committee TC-265
Title: Carbon dioxide capture,
transportation, and geological
storage-includes CO2-EOR
Acceptance of Z-741 by Standards
Council of Canada and American
National Standards Institute
(ANSI) is “seed document” for TC265
26 countries participating and
NGOs

